SPEAKERS
DOMINIQUE DRAKEFORD

- Founder: MelaninASS
- Co-Founder: Sustainable Brooklyn
- Educator, Influencer, Writer, Advocate
- Presenting on:
  - Equity in sustainable fashion
  - Sustainability literacy and anti-racism
  - Ethical Street-style influence
ÁINE CAMPBELL

• Co-Founder: Model Mafia
• Model, Community Organizer, Activist
• Presenting on:
  – Ethical and eco-friendly fashion
  – Using your platform for good
  – Organizing to create lasting change
WORKSHOPS
TU Fashion presents:

How to Make Your Own Mask Workshop

No Sewing knowledge Required!

Learn how to make your own mask easily from an old t-shirt!

- Make Your Own Mask Workshop
- Styling Workshop
- Fashion Sustainability Workshop
- + What YOU Have Passion For
DISCUSSION
NEW TOPICS EVERY MEETING
+OPEN FORUM FOR EVERYONE
FASHION SHOW
Fashion Exhibition

• First ever fashion exhibition at Tulane

• Show off your skills

• Whatever you make, we want to see it

• Dresses, pants, shoes, masks, hats, and everything inbetween

• Contact Grace Ostendorf for more details!
THANK YOU

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT OUR NEXT MEETING!